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fiv the end Ot the lesson,

CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ARTS

IHRNING
ACTIVITIES

C.en•montes

Drawing of
different

weaving itehi-s

3. Singing

Ear training,

pupils should be able to:
Olentton / explain each
tvpes ot cetvtuonies;
explain the ill) portant value
derive cet.ntonies,

By the end ofthe lesson pupils

explain the meaning of
weaving itetn:
identify different types of
weaving items;
take part in group work i.e.
drawing of weaving item.

By the end of the lesson pupils
should be able to:

Pupils in pairs, discuss the eventsthat took place 
their lastbirthday, and share with the class,Pupils in pails. discuss theot ceretnonies and 

with•theclass.

pupils as individual. ihention typesot ceti»nonies and discuss with theclass.

Pupils as a class. discuss the
huportant value derive

coun SKII,ts

Creativity and
imagination,

Conununication and
collaboration.

Critical thinking and
problem solving,
l,eadetship and
personal

development.

Citizenship.

ceremonies and share with the class.Pupils in pairs, discuss thing that
associated with cetx•monies and
share with the class

Pupils in pairs discuss the meaning
of weaving items and shares with the

Creativity and

using tonic soltkl

singing.

identify and pronounce the
solfa tonic correctly;

revise the previous tonic solfa

song correctly;

pronounce the difficult words
in the song correctly;

sing the song fluently.

class

Pupils in pairs. go On gallery to
identify and illustrate the weaving
items from the chatt provide by the
teacher and share with the class
Pupils in small groups, take part in
drawing of weaving items, and share
with the class.

Pupils in pairs, identify the tonic
solfa in the song and discuss with
the.

Pupils as individual, pronounce the
tonic solfa and share with the class.

Pupils in pairs, revise the previous

tonic solfa song and share with the

class.

imagination,

Communication and
collaboration,

Critical thinking and
problem solving,

Creativity and
imagination,

C.ommunication and

collaboration,

Critical thinking and

problem solving,

Leadership and

personal

4. Body make - up

Part of the body

to be beautify

Materials for

make - up.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

mention parts of the body to

be beautified;

identify materials to

decorate different part of the

body.

Pupils as a class, listen to the teacher development.

while singing and repeat after. Citizenship

Pupils in batches, sing the song

fluently and share with the class i.e.

ojo nro, sere ninu ile.

Pupils in pair, discuss parts of the

body share with class.

Pupils as individual, explain how

they take care of their body before

coming to school and share with the

class.

pupils in pair, discuss parts of the

body to be beautify and share with

class.

pupils as individual, identify make -

up material that is good for a

articular art of the bod

Creativity and

imagination,

Communication and

collaboration,

Leadership and

personal

development,

424

odio visual
resources:

Ceremonial

.evV•nt picture

CetTjnonial

costuow&

clothes

Different

ceremonial food
eb Resources:

udio visual

resources:

Picture and

weaving items

Chart of

weaving item

l)tawing book,
pencil, Eraser,

Crayons

eb Resources:

Audio visual

resources:

Music

manuscript,

pencil, DVDs,

eraser,

piano/recorder
violin etc..

Web resource:

https://w
ww.yoqtuhe.co

3C.HülYil ,

https://w
ww.yom01be.co

WY1cx01.o

https://w

ww.ymltqhe.co

Audio Visual

Resources:

Chart of parts of

thebody.

Picture of make

- up material,

pupils.
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and

and J' ah

the

By the end the pans and

shooid to: (hem shatv• the

and identity objects the Pupils as a class to the
elas their teacher them
identi$' and e»lain the primal)' eoloues and discuss with the
meaning

desctibe NigeHa national Pupils in batches go on tv

ob.seree the eolours ot
draw Nigeria and discuss the class

TEST/MID.TERM/OPEN DAY

Body make up By the end of the lesson pupils
matenals should be able to:

thinking

solving

(hat ivi(y and

9. Types of dance

recall the parts ofbody and
beatification of the body;

explain the meaning of local
make - up;

beatification ofthe body

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

mention and explain types of

dance;

state some activities that

include dance in the school:

state the steps in dance;

demonstrate dance with the

correct stepping and body

movement;

Pupils in pairs, t•call with the parts
off the body and discuss with the
class.

Pupils in pairs, discuss the meaning
of local make up and share with the
class

Pupils in pairs, discuss the name of
local make up and share with class

Pupils in pairs. discuss the meaning

and types of dance and share vath

the class.

Pupils in pairs discuss activities the

involve dance and share with the

class

Pupils in stnall groups, go no gallery

to watch dancer video and discuss

the steps in the dance with the class

Pupils in batches, detnonstvate

dance with the conx•ct moventent of

int.ARmatiott,

Comntunieatiot) and
Nllaboration.

(Yitieal thinking and
problem

Leadetship and
personal
development.

(Yeativity and
imagination,

Communication and
Ci)llaboratiorq

(Yittcal thinking ami

pmblem solving,

Leadetshtp and
per»nal
developnwnt.

Resources

1.49 Inter

Lip brash

Powder

liner

AUDIO.UStlAt
RESOURCES

ihdeo ot
'h ftetx•ot

dancers "Ith
labele

danects

the body and steps.

RESOURCES
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jc as a tool

recording
event

Ey the end of the lesson,

pupils %nouid be able to-.

di%CUSS a precious event

observed the school;

i discuss a story had from

parent',

listen to the teacher while

teaching them the meaning

; of keeping records with

music;
listening to CDs telling

stories of important past

events e.g. Nigeria

independent

EMBEDDED LEARNING'TIES
CORE SKILLS RESOURCES

Pupils in pairs, discuss their Creativity and AUDIO-VISUAL
previous events. stones from imaginationrnmmun RESOURCES
another source and share with the icauon and
class. collaboration.
Pupils as a class,iisten to the teacher Ciiticalthinkingand
briefing them on meaning of problem
recording past e.tent in music Leadership and

Pupils in batches. listen to CD. personal

player that tell stories of important development,

past events and share/ discuss with Citizenship.

the class.

Video dips of

different

Nigerian art
musicians

Projector,

VCD.CD

Player etc.

WEB

RESOURCES

.helV 7

EXAMINATIONS

13.
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